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Proof of a conjecture of P. Erdfis. 
By G. FODOR in Szeged. 
Let E be a given non countable set of power m and suppose that there 
exists a relation1)^? between the elements of E such that, for any E, the 
power of the set H(x) of the elements y£E ( y =)= x) for which xRy holds, 
is smaller than a given cardinal number n which is smaller than nt. Two 
distinct elements (or "points") x and y of E are called independent if neither 
xRy nor yRx. We say that a subset of £ is a free set if any two points of 
this subset are independent. 
If we replace the condition n < m by n.S m then it can occur that we 
do not have any independent points at all. Indeed, let <p be the initial- number 
of power m and E the set of ordinal numbers less than «¡P. We define the 
relation R so that xRy holds if and only if y < x. Then clearly /7(3c) < m for 
any x£E'> however, no two elements are independent. 
The following proposition has been conjectured by S . R U Z I E W I C Z 2 ) : 
If n < nt, then E has a free subset E* of the same power m. 
This theorem has been proved first if n = X0 and m is either of the 
form 2P or of the form N«+i8), then if m is a regular cardinal number or if 
,m is the countable sum of cardinals smaller than m4), finally, in the general 
case, assuming the generalized continuum hypothesis5). 
!) "Relation" means throtighout this paper a binary relation. 
2) S. RUZIEWICZ , Une généralisation d'un théorème de M . Sierpmski, Publications Math, 
de l'Université de Belgrade, 5 (1936), pp. 23—27. 
3 ) W . SIERPIÑSKI , Sur un problème de la théorie des relations, Fundamenta Math., 2 8 
( 1 9 3 7 ) , pp. 7 1 — 7 4 . — D . LÀZAR, On a problem in the theory of aggregates, Compositio 
Math., 3 ( 1 9 3 6 ) , 3 0 4 . 
; * ) S O P H I E P I C C A R D , ' S u r un problème de M . Ruziewicz de la théorie des relations, 
Fundamenta Math., 29 (1937), pp. 5—9; Solution du problème de M. Ruziewicz de la théorie 
des relations pour les nombres cardinaux m < , Comptes Rendus Varsovie, 30 (1937), 
pp. 12—18. 
5 ) P . E R D Ô S , Some remarks on set theory, Proceedings American Math. Soc., 1 ( 1 9 5 0 ) , 
pp. 133—137. 
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The proof given by SIERPINSKI 8) yields also the fact that, if n = SO and 
M = 2 p , then E is the union of P free subsets. The proof of LAZAR2) yields 
the same fact in the case n = K0, m = 2s". 
D E BRUIJN and ERDOS 6) proved for a set E of arbitrary power the 
following statements: If for every x € E, the set H(x) has at most k elements, 
k being a given positive integer, then E may be decomposed in 2k + 1 or 
fewer free sets; if for every x £ E the set H(x) is finite, then E is the union 
of a countable number of free sets. 
We shall now prove the following theorem which was conjectured by 
ERDOS 5 ) : 
T h e o r e m 1. If E is a non countable set of power in and if R 
is a relation between the elements of E such that for any x £ E the 
power of the set H(x) of the elements y£E (y=t=*) for which xRy holds is 
smaller than a given cardinal number n, where K» = n< m, then E may be 
decomposed into the sum of n or fewer free subsets. 
As a consequence of this theorem, we see at once that the conjecture 
of RUZIEWICZ holds if M cannot be decomposed into a sum of N or fewer 
cardinal numbers, each of which is smaller than in. 
§ 1 . 
First we prove the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let n be a regular transfinite cardinal number, ip the' 
initial number of the cardinal number n and E an arbitrary set. Suppose that 
a relation R is defined between the elements of E such that the set H(x) of 
the elements y£E (>>4=*) for which xRy holds, has a. cardinal number 
smaller than n. Then E can be well-ordered into a transfinite sequence 
(1) PO,PI,PZ, • • -,P*>,PI*+U • • PI, • • • (?<°) 
in such a way that we have 
for every /<, l ^ /< < y, where y is defined by the equality a = rpy -)- 6 (6 <\p)-
P r o o f . Let (p be the initial number of the cardinal number E = nt 
and let 
(3) Xit, X\, X>, • . ., Xw+i, . . . , x> , . . . < tp) 
be any well-ordering of E of the type (p. We define the sequence ( l ) by 
transfinite induction in the following way: Put p0 = *o- Let now be an 
ordinal number, / ?>0 , and suppose that all elements where 
° ) N . G . DE B R U I J N and P . E R D Ô S , A colour problem for infinite graphs and a problem 
in the theory of relations, Proceedings Amsterdam, 54 (1951), pp. 371—372. 
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have been already defined and let Pp denote the set of the elements p: with 
£ < ft. Consider the set 
If V̂  =4= 0, we define a new well-ordering of Vp as follows. Let q and 
r be any two distinct elements of Vp. Let * and I be the least ordinals for 
which q £ H(px) and r £ H(pi), respectively. Write q < r if either x < X or if 
x = X but q precedes r in H(px) in the original well-ordering (3) (as a subset 
of E which is well-ordered according to (3)). In the sequel we suppose always 
that Vp is well-ordered in this way. Let 
(i) If Wp =p 0, let pi be the.first element of Wp (as a subset of Vp). 
(ii) If Wp = 0 and P?^=E, let p.? the first element of E—Pp (in the 
well-ordering (3)). 
(iii) If №rf} = 0 'and Pp = E, then we do not define pp. 
Clearly, case (iii) occurs for one and Only one value a of ft; for ft< a, 
Pp, Vp and Wp are defined. For v<7t<a, the set Vv is obviously a section 
of V„. 
Next we prove the following 
L e m m a . Suppose ft<a and Wp =j= 0. Let 
Wo, W i , l V j , . . . , W w , W M + 1 , . . . , ( g c M A j ) 
be the well-ordering of the set Wp (as a subset of Vp). Then we have p^ = 
for £< Wp. 
Indeed, this holds by definition for § = 0. Suppose, our statement holds 
for any ordinal number which is smaller than £ ( < Wp); then it holds for | 
too. Indeed, Pp+i is, by definition, the first element of Wp+*• Now we have 
VJiC: hence w ^ V ^ i - On the other hand, W|(£A? and, by 
hypothesis, Pa+i = Pp + {w^}K<i.; hence w ^ P p + i . Therefore W| £ Further, 
any element of Wp+% preceding iv?- is an element of preceding hence 
an element of Vp preceding ws* for Vp is a section of V ^ and W| £ Now, 
any element of V̂  preceding wj is either an element of Pp or an element of 
Wp preceding iv*; hence in any case an element of Pp^. Therefore, such an 
element cannot belong to Pp+|. Hence, iv;- is the first element 
of Wp+*, thus pp±t = iv* as stated. 
Now we prove by transfinite induction that (2) holds for every /<, 1 g ,<k / . 
This is obvious for f< = 0. Suppose (2), i. e. l ^ S f y « holds for some ; 
then we prove the same for /«-f 1 instead of (>, i. e. 
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As we have, by hypothesis, 
VW = 2 H(pz) £ p,;,fl g Pn,l+l)> i<<pf 
we have to prove that 
(4) I - . / / ( A r ) S P , r t u t „ . 
For this purpose, let £ be an ordinal number such that 5==^/« + p with 
4<ij>, and denote by h any element of H(ps). By the definition of K8, we 
have V5+i. If h £ P, :+I, then we have A £ P^.+i), for, V ( . l t + 0 being an 
ordinal number of the second kind, £ -f 1 < ip(p + 1). If 1 then we have, 
by the definition of h£ H^+i. Applying the lemma with / ? = £ + 1, we see 
that A=/J ? + I+ | for some £ < Now we have 
ijci+l V'." = '?<?+1 
for, by the induction hypothesis, any element of 
belongs to P^,t and thus to Pc+'i- Therefore we have 
w^^ Z mpn) = X Z •Pt'=rt<$+1 Ke+i 
because Tj(p,;)<n for any j? and p-f- 1 = o < ip = n, and n is regular. Hence 
we have §< W$+i<rp and consequently £ + 1 + § = = + I + § < Vf + = 
= V ( f , ' + l ) i e- ^ = / '5+i+i € Py(j*fi) i" this case too, which proves (4). 
Let. now (i be an ordinal number of the second kind, ^ < y. Suppose that 
Vxpv £ PipV 
for every ordinal number v < p. We have to prove that Vv,,t = ^ H(p:)^Pv,fl. 
i<-t>f 
For this purpose let £ be any ordinal number satisfying £ < ipt*. This inequality 
implies f° r some v < n , for ,u is an ordinal number of the second 
kind. Hence, any element of H(pt) belongs to 2 H(pv)= V^,v, thus, by 
17 <. ty v 
the induction hypothesis, also to P,,,v, hen,ce to too, which proves our 
statement. Hence, theorem 2 is proved. 
§ 2 . 
By means of Theorem 2 we prove the following theorem: 
T h e o r e m 3. Let 11 be a regular transfinite, cardinal number and E 
an arbitrary set; further let R be a relation defined between the elements of E 
such that the set H(x) of the elements E (y 4= x) for which xRy holds 
Mas a power smaller then it. Ttien there exists' a system X = {F,l) of 
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mutually disjoint free subsets Fn of E such that X^n and that for any element 
y of E—^Fr there is an element x £ for which yRx holds. 
P r o o f . Denote again by i / / the initial number of the cardinal number 
n. Applying theorem 2, we obtain a transfinite sequence (1) for which (2) 
holds (for every /<, y being defined as above). Let Q„ denote the 
set of the elements pt with -</>F< < ip(n + 1 ) for O i , u < / and, for ,M = JV 
the set of the elements p; with = ? < Obviously, the sets Q„ are mutually 
disjoint and we have ^ Q f l = E . 
i'=y ' ' 
Let Z(x) denote, for every x£ E\ the set of y € E ( y ^ x ) for which 
.holds; further, let Z[F\ denote, for every the set £Z(x). 
First- we define the set Fq. Let F„< =/?<>. Let I be a given ordinal 
number, ¿=^.1,-and.suppose that (6 E) is defined for every %<l. The 
•condition /ix6-Q,«0z defines uniquely an ordinal number ,«0*- If there is. an 
ordinal number which is greater then every f.i0x (% < for which Q„ is 
not a subset of ^ Z ( / n * ) then let n ' be the smallest such ordinal number 
and-define fax as the first element of Q„- — Z(f0x) in the well-ordering (1). 
•Clearly, we have.,«oA =;/*'. In the opposite case, i . e . if Q a Z Z ( f 0 x ) for *<i 
any ft > j"ox (% < <2), then we do not define f<> ';.. We define Fn as the set of all 
• those fox which have been defined. 
Let IFbe a given ordinal number, TJ^L, and suppose that the subset F; of 
E is defined for every £ < 17. Supposing that the set 
:is a proper subset of E, we define the subset Fl; of E as follows. Let ju,;n be 
the smallest ordinal number ^ for which QM is not a subset of Av. (There 
exists such ah ordinal number Q„, for An =(= E.) Define f,,0 as the first element 
of Q.ut]0—A;? in the well-ordering (1). Let I be an arbitrary ordinal number, 
i a 1, and suppose the element fvx of E—A,, is defined for every x < I. Define 
a,, x for x .< I by the condition f„x £ Q,v.. (For x = 0, this agrees with the above 
•definition of o-) If there is an ordinal number ^ which is greater than every 
f<ijr. (x <X) for which Qu is not a subset of A,7 + 2 z ( M i ^ e n let / / be x X 
the smallest such ordinal number and define f , x as the first element of 
Qu—iA^ + Z Z i f r , x)). in the well-ordering (1). Clearly, we have f i v x ~ ^ ' - In x<X ' 
1he opposite case, i. e. if Q„ c:Av-\-^Z(fi;x) for any ;< > ai;x (* < /.), then we 
do not define/ , - ; . . 'We define as the set of all those f,,x which have been 
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defined. If, however, we have AV=E, then we do not define the set F,-. 
Finally, we define X as the set of all those Fn which have been defined. 
As an immediate consequence of this definition, we see that the elements 
Fn of X are mutually disjoint subsets of E. We prove first that they are free 
sets. Indeed, any two distinct elements of Fv are of the form f,,x and f;x (* = X). 
Let *<X, say. Then, by the definition, we have fnx £ Z ( f n x ) ) 
y. < 3. 
(also in case ri = 0, for then we have f r 1 x = f o x £ Q n v x — ^ £ Z ( f , x ) = 
7. < X 
= Qi>rZ—(A* + 2 Z ( f v * ) ) o n account of ¿„ = 0). Hence Z { J n % \ i . e . ' x<.JL 
f,,xRf,,x does not hold. On the other hand, we have fvx € Q ^ and fljX £ Q„r y > 
and here >fiv*. Hence, by the definition of the sets Q„, we have fr,x=p~ and 
fni=pz for some £ and S, 
Hence, by (2) we have H ( f v ,.) = #( /?:) £/V(.«1?x+i) whereas we have fvx = 
= P;$P>P(u,rA+\) for £ ,mij (u , ; y .+ \). Hence fvx$H(f,,r), i. e. f,*Rf,,x does 
not hold either. Thus, any two elements fnx and f,;x of Fi; are independent, 
i. e. F,, is indeed a free set., 
Next we prove X^n. For this purpose, it is sufficient to show that, 
for any F,; £ X, we have 77 < ip. This is obvious for r/ = 0. Suppose Fn £ X, 
i. e. that F,, has been defined and r\~j=0. Then QH 0 is not a subset of 
= Z[Ft\). Every set = ( t < v ) and, moreover, 
every set ' At+ 2Z(fy<) = 2(Fi + Z[Fi]) + Z Z ( f s * ) (where £<17 and 
x<X x<X 
fsxZFs f ° r a n y x < f y being obviously a subset of An, Quv0 is not a subset 
of any such set A5 or Z(f;x). Hence, for a suitable X (fexdFz) we 
have = Indeed, in the opposite case we would have (i$x<.u,!0 for 
every X, fex^Ft. This is obvious for X = 0, because is, by definition, the 
smallest ordinal number p for which Q„ is not a subset of and pr,o is 
such an ordinal number. Suppose, we have < ^,¡0 for every x < X. Then 
we have also f i t x < ^ i ; 0 , for ntx is by definition the smallest ordinal number 
\i for which fi > fit,. (* < X) and for which Q„ is not a subset of A^ + Z Z ( f i x ) , 
and this holds for the ordinal number P, = FIN0 too. Now, let X be the 
smallest ordinal number for which f i x has not been defined. Then we have 
Q.uSlAz+2Z(f$x) for any n which is greater then any fitx (x<X); but this 
x<X 
impossible since it does not hold for (i = p, j 0 . 
Thus we have f t x £ Qftx = Qf io i o r a n y and for a suitable 
X = X(C) — X(£, i f ) . This holds also for £ = V with X = X(ij) = 0. Now we prove 
that for £<£^[77 we have f ix® <fcx(t) in the well-ordering (1). Indeed, 
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is by definition the first element of • •. • • 
+ Z *(/*>)) = + £ Z(/;,)). 
6 l > * < m 1 "<m 
On the other hand, we have /?*(?)€ (At + ^ Z( / £ z ) ) . Hence we 
have = Q,;o and = + Z[Ft\). Now obviously 
As+ Z Z(fi*) = Z(Fl, + Z[F0]) + Z Z(ft.)5At; 
x Mi) ' ?<5 *<m) 
hence f-un&At + Z Z(fe»)- Consequently, we have 
hence, /¡xq) being the first element of this, set, we have fa® <f$z(t). By the 
disjointness of the sets ./7! and Ft , this implies / t ^ <f$x(t) as.stated. 
Hence the elements ft,i© (C< 77) form a subset of which is similar 
to the set of the ordinal numbers £ (£ < ??). On the other hand, on account 
of f~xc.) • < / ^ ( i j )= / f ;o this subset is a subset of the section of Qftfj0 formed 
by the element /,. 0 - Thus the ordinal number of this subset is smaller then 
the ordinal number of 0 , hence smaller than ip. The. set of the ordinal 
numbers £(£ < 1 /) having the ordinal number rj, we see that t] < ip, and hence 
A ' s n indeed. 
We have yet to prove that for any element y of E— £ Fn there is an 
FnZX 
element x of Z Fn f ° r which yRx holds. Indeed, let % denote the smallest Fl]tX 
ordinal number for which FT has not been defined. Then we have 
E=*A v = Z(Fn + Z[Fn])-
Hence 
E— Z F-i = E— Z F, £ Z Z[F,] = Z[Z Fn J 
which- shows, that for any y£E—Z Fn we have yiZ\^Fn\, i . e . F,,tX . t ' . fj<t 
y£Z(x), that is, yRx fora suitable x£ Z F , : = Z f , 1 , as stated. Thus Theorem 
3 has been proved. 
§ 3 . 
Now we can prove Theorem 1 for any regular transfinite cardinal number 
n. Indeed, suppose the set. E and the relation R satisfy the. conditions of 
Theorem 1. Define the sets Ea and Xa by transfinite induction as follows. 
Let E0 = E be and X„ the system X belonging to the set E0, satisfying the 
statement of Theorem 3. Suppose, a is an ordinal number such that for any 
A 15 
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ordinal number < a, the subset of £ and the system X9 of some subsets 
of EI have been defined. If J J / 7 i s a proper subset of E, then we put 
P'-aftXp 
Ea = E - Z ZF • p<aJf'eX/, 
and we define Xu as the system X corresponding in the sense of Theorem 3 
to the set Ea (instead of £ ) . (Obviously, any subset Ea of E satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 3.) If, however, Z Z F = E then we do not define 
(l<a rtXa 
E and Xa. 
Now we prove that if E,t is defined (and therefore, by the definition, non 
empty), then for any E„ and /?< a, there exists an element x = x(fi) ( 
rtXp 
such that we have yRx. This holds (vacuously) for « = 0. Suppose « j g 1 and 
that the statement holds for any ¡ 3 < a ; than we prove the same for «. Indeed, 
l e t / ? < « . Suppose first that there is an ordinal number y for which ft<y<a. 
Then we have obviously £ a £ £ ; . hence y £ E a implies y £ E y and thus, by 
hypothesis, the existence of an x £ Z F f ° r which yRx, as stated. If, on the 
contrary, no such ordinal number y exists, then we have a = /¥-f-1, thus 
£,, = £ - Z 2 F ^ E - Z Z F - Z F=E„- Z F. 
?«n-i i<prtxz reXf rtXf 
Now, by Theorem 3, for any y 6 En— Z F=Ea there is an x£ Z F for J'e-Y„ i'€-T., 
which we have yRx, so that our statement holds in this case too. 
Now, the sets Z F are mutually disjoint. Indeed, if /? < a, then X„ 
rtx„ 
is, by definition, a system of subsets of Ea, thus Z F is a subset of 
>€ . V„ 
Ea = E— Z 2 F, hence has no element in common with Z F. Therefore, 
if Ea is defined and thus not empty, and if y is an arbitrary element of Ea, 
then the set of the above elements x(fi) (jt < a) has the cardinal number a. 
On the otherhand, we have yRx(fi) i .e . x(P) £H(y) for any / ?<« . This 
implies a ^ H(y) < n. 
Hence, there exists a least ordinal number « with « g n for which £« is 
not defined, therefore 
(4) E = 2 2 F. 
ft<« rt.Xp 
By Theorem 3 we have Xp ^ n for any fi < a, thus (4) furnishes a decomposition 
of £ into a sum of at most n-n = n free subsets, which proves theorem 1 in 
the case that u is a regular cardinal number. 
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§ 4 . 
We assume now that n is a singular cardinal number. Let r denote the 
smallest cardinal number such that n is the sum of r cardinal numbers each 
of which is less than 11. Since n is singular, we have r < n. Let p denote the 
initial number of r. There exist regular cardinal numbers it1( n 2 , . . n „ , . . . 
(x < ,u) such that 11.5 > n„ for > a and 
. n—i t j + noH . 
Let Ex be the set of elements x of E for which the cardinal number of 
the elements y£E, for which xRy, is < n * . Put 
E1 — Ey Ev. 
V < X 
Clearly 
r. 
As the theorem holds when it is regular we obtain that Fx may be decomposed 
into the sum of n* of fewer free s ^ s e t s . As x < n and {/%} g n, for each x it 
follows that E may be split off into the sum of n or fewer free subsets. Thus 
Theorem 1 is proved in the general case too. 
* 
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